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Indigenous chapter in NAFTA ‘ignited’ by IITIO

Improved conditions on reserves is tied to economics

New CEDI partnership for OKIB and City of Vernon

Indigenous - Local Government Partnership Forum

Employment Opportunities

Cover image: Idea board from the
Indigenous - Local Government
Partnership Forum held recently
in Winnipeg in February. Read
more about this event starting on
page 16.
Photo: Paul Macedo

Cando Connect Magazine is
produced by Cando under the
direction of Paul Macedo,
Communications Officer.
If you have any story ideas and/or
suggestions for improving
Cando Connect  please contact
Paul directly at:
e: paul.macedo@edo.ca
tf: 1-800-463-9300 ext 236
p: 780-990-0303 ext 236
f: 780-429-7487
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Peace Hills Trust
36th Annual Aboriginal Art Show

in conjunction with the
25th Annual Cando Conference Icebreaker

Edmonton Marriott at River Cree Resort
October 23, 2018!
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Cando is very excited for the coming year – not only because winter is behind
us - but we also going to continue with our successful initiatives (First Nations /
Municipal Community Economic Development Initiative) and learning events (Links
to Learning in Alberta, Saskatchewan and BC plus some new regions - stay tuned!)
plus we are also planning to introduce several new initiatives and additional
learning/training opportunities to meet the growing needs of our membership.

Speaking of membership... have you renewed your Cando membership yet?
Please do. Your membership enables Cando to provide needed information,
training, workshops, certification and support to assist EDOs in their careers and
in their communities.

On the international front Wayne Garnons-Williams, president of the
International Inter-tribal Trade and Investment Organization, is not nervous about
sitting on the sidelines as the United States and Mexico discuss Canada’s proposal
to include an Indigenous chapter as part of the revised North American Free
Trade Agreement. The proposed Indigenous chapter has received support from
the National Congress of American Indians, in the U.S., and the Traditional
Authorities of the RioYaqui Pueblos of Sonora, Mexico who will be discussing it
with their respective government representatives.Please read this exciting
development starting on page 8.

Cando also talked to Wayne about how economic  development can improve
living conditions in Indigenous communities - this article starts on page 10.

Events closer to home included an Indigenous – Local Government Partnership
Forum that took place February 21-22, in Winnipeg. This was a joint initiative
planned and delivered by Cando, the Centre for Indigenous Environmental
Resources (CIER), the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC).

Participants included representatives from First Nations, Métis Nations and
Settlements, their neighbouring local governments, representatives from the
Government of Canada and provincial governments, as well as representatives
from other Indigenous and non-Indigenous organizations across Canada.

The Partnership Forum provided Indigenous and local governments the
opportunity to share experiences with, and perspectives on, the future direction
of Indigenous-local government collaboration and programming offered in this
area. Further, the Forum created a platform for communities to network and to
share tools, resources and knowledge. Please check out our full coverage starting
on page 16.

Cando’s 25th Annual National Conference and AGM will be held from October
22-25, 2018 at River Cree Resort in Enoch, Alberta (just west of Edmonton) on
Treaty 6 Territory.

We hope to see you all at Enoch and/or one of the many regional events we
have planned for 2018! See you soon!

IS IT SPRING YET?
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Cando Board of Directors

Keith Matthew
President
Director -

Southern British Columbia

Edmond Collins
Vice President

Director - Ontario

Elaine Chambers
Secretary Treasurer

Director - Yukon

Tracy Menge
Director - Nova Scotia,

Newfoundland & Labrador

Bertram Mercer
Director - Northern BC

Shawna Morning Bull
Director - Alberta

Angel Ward
Director - Quebec

Trevor C. Acoose
Director - Saskatchewan

Stanley Barnaby
Director - New Brunswick & P.E.I.

Tasha Brooks
Student Director

Bob Cheetham
Director - Nunavut

Tim Daniels
Director - Manitoba

Amy Lizotte
Director - Northwest Territories

More board information:
www.edo.ca/about-cando/board
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Renew your Membership today!
Please renew your Cando membership so that you can continue

to receive your membership benefits throughout 2018!
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Wayne Garnons-Williams,
president of the International Inter-
tribal Trade and Investment
Organization, is not nervous about
sitting on the sidelines as the United
States and Mexico discuss Canada’s
proposal to include an Indigenous
chapter as part of the revised North
American Free Trade Agreement.

“I have every faith in the
government of Canada coming
forward and really expressing the
concepts that have been built,” said
Garnons-Williams.

That confidence comes after
working collaboratively for seven
months with the federal department of
Global Affairs and Minister Chrystia
Freeland.

Indigenous
chapter in

NAFTA
“ignited”

by IITIO

Photo: Supplied

By Shari Narine
Cando Contributor

“
We ignited the embers of Indigenous trade and

commerce as part of an international agreement.
We’ve helped lead the way in building this with the
stakeholders and rights holders and Global Affairs,

which has never been done before...

Wayne Garnons-Williams (left), president of the International Inter-tribal Trade and Investment
Organization with Chairman John Barrett of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation in Oklahoma June 2017.
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June 30, 2018!

“We ignited the embers of
Indigenous trade and commerce as part
of an international agreement. We’ve
helped lead the way in building this with
the stakeholders and rights holders and
Global Affairs, which has never been
done before and the result, I think, is
quite an impressive document,” he said.

The proposed Indigenous chapter
has received support from the National
Congress of American Indians, in the
U.S., and the Traditional Authorities of
the RioYaqui Pueblos of Sonora,
Mexico, says Garnons-Williams, who
will be discussing it with their respective
government representatives.

Garnons-Williams describes the
Indigenous chapter as “pro-active,”
recognizing that Indigenous trade has
a place within modern industrial
commerce as, in fact, Indigenous
peoples were the original traders in
North America.

“The way my organization sees an
end state is where the Indigenous
chapter … allows for an infrastructure
where nation-to-nation Indigenous right
of trade and commerce can take place
and is protected by the Indigenous
chapter,” he said.

The future of an Indigenous chapter
in NAFTA is now in the hands of the tri-
national negotiation team, who will be
negotiating, bartering, and discussing
its different aspects. Because of the role
Canada trade negotiators played in
helping to develop the Indigenous
chapter, Garnons-Williams says they
are “highly educated” and can offer
rationale and justification on any points
that the U.S. or Mexico may need
clarified. And while Garnons-Williams
and his organization are “definitely an
interested party on the sidelines
watching with great intent,” they will
also be available to offer assistance,

feedback, analysis or commentary if
asked.

Garnons-Williams says it’s
important to understand that although
the inclusion of an Indigenous chapter
in NAFTA is significant, Indigenous
issues and opportunities must also be
reflected throughout the entire
document, providing opportunity for
Indigenous corporations as well.

“These issues affect Indigenous
businesses, Indigenous prosperity so
there’s naturally a need to have
Indigenous people have their input,” he
said.

The Indigenous chapter was
discussed for the first time during
Round 6 of NAFTA talks in Montreal.
With the U.S. and Mexico needing to
consult domestically, the chapter is
scheduled for further discussion in
Round 7, slated for Mexico from Feb.
26 to March 6.
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With national Indigenous
organizations focused on housing,
health and the overall living conditions
of its members, Indigenous commerce
and trade has fallen upon economic
organizations.

But Wayne Garnons-Williams,
president of the International Inter-tribal
Trade and Investment Organization,
admits improved conditions on reserves
is tied into economics.

“The youngest generation is the
most educated and we’re seeing the
progression of more and more business
savvy, well-trained, well-educated
Indigenous peoples wanting to set up
their own businesses on reserve
territory or on traditional territory and

certifying themselves as Indigenous
businesses,” said Garnons-Williams.

IITIO is working with those
Indigenous businesses to get them
trading with tribes in the United States.
It’s easier to trade across the
international border, says Garnons-
Williams, than it is to carry out trade
between provinces.

“Domestic intertribal trade is a real
challenge,” he said. “Indigenous people
are the victims when it comes to the
barrier for interprovincial trade.”

One way around that challenge, he
says, is to allow trade between
reserves, which are all under federal
jurisdiction. But for that to happen
changes would have to be made to the

Improved
conditions

on reserves
is tied into

economics

Photo: Paul Macedo

By Shari Narine
Cando Contributor

“It would be an opportunity to turn that
economic isolation into an economic

positive.”
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Photo: Paul Macedo

Indian Act, Income Tax Act, and
Investment Act. Such changes would
allow for greater advantages for
corporations and individuals to set up
businesses on reserve territories.

“If you’ve got that as an economic
hub, with prosperous businesses in
each hub, if you give a nation-to-nation
hub without touching the provinces,
could that out maneuver and not trigger
interprovincial issues?” Garnons-
Williams suggested.

“It would be an opportunity to turn
that economic isolation into an
economic positive,” he said, noting the
concept is something his organization
recently presented to the federal
Standing Committee on Trade.

But for now IITIO is more actively
involved in international trade, which is

happening between Canadian First
Nations and U.S. tribes.

There is great potential, he says,
with the Citizen Potawatomi Nation, in
Oklahoma, which has developed the
designated foreign-trade zone Iron
Horse industrial park. The FTZ provides
Canadian Indigenous companies the
opportunity to reincorporate under the
laws of the CPN Corporation Act,
establish themselves in the industrial
park FTZ, then assemble, manufacture
and export product. All the parts and
manufacturing they import would be
duty free, and when they export the
product after it’s been manufactured in
the FTZ, it is classified as one product
at the end state.

“There are cost savings and
economic incentives for being on CPN

territory,” said Garnons-Williams,
including the potential for the CPN bank
to provide highly competitive low
interest loans.

Iron Horse industrial park is now
accepting tenants, he adds, and
Canadian First Nations are looking.

It’s this kind of work led and
undertaken by IITIO and other
organizations like Cando and the
Canadian Council for Aboriginal
Business that will continue to help First
Nations develop economically. And,
recently, points out Garnons-Williams,
who is excited about the potential, the
Assembly of First Nations has a
“renewed vigour” with its Chiefs
Economic Development Committee.

“We’re going to see hopefully some
real great strides,” he said.
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By Shari Narine
Cando Contributor

The Okanagan Indian Band (OKIB) and the City of Vernon
are excited about what their new partnership through the
First Nations-Municipal Community Economic Development
Initiative (CEDI) could lead to.

It’s not the first time the two communities have tried
working together. In 2002, they signed a Letter of
Understanding and they have also participated in community
meetings, that brings the two councils together once a year
over lunch.

But CEDI offers something more. The framework is
structured, spread out over three years, and facilitated. Both
OKIB Chief Byron Louis and Vernon Mayor Akbal Mund are
confident that approach will lead to success.

“It allows us to sit down and have a discussion and I think
that’s the best point in there, being able to move ahead on
certain aspects. I think it’s good in that regards,” said Louis.

CEDI is a national program delivered jointly by the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and Cando (the
Council for the Advancement of Native Development Officers)
to build capacity of First Nation and municipal elected officials
and staff to carry out joint planning for community economic
development and landuse planning. The CEDI framework
sees up to six facilitated workshops over three years, which

New CEDI partnership
for OKIB and Vernon
could focus
on tourism,
land-use

Okanagan Indian Band Chief Byron Louis speaks to delegates at the Indigenous - Local Government Partnership
Forum held in Winnipeg on February 21 and 22, 2018.

Photos: Paul Macedo
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doesn’t include the monthly meetings that are attended by a
handful of elected and senior staff representatives from both
OKIB and Vernon, which forms a joint working group.

It’s this longevity and consistency that appeals to Kevin
Poole, Manager of Economic Development and Tourism for
Vernon and staff member on the working group.

“With the CEDI program there’s an opportunity to go
beyond what we’ve done before,” he said, noting past
endeavours never resulted in a commitment to enhance the
partnershp.

Along with workshop preparation and facilitation, CEDI
offers expertise and grant funding that provides peer
mentorship, capacity building and a study tour of a successful
operation or practise that the partners may be interested in.

“While the first two workshops are standard for CEDI
participants, the next four workshops are tailored to meet
the specific needs of the partners,” says Marissa Lawrence,
senior program officer for the Western Region for Cando.

“Every partnership ends up working on something different
from the next,” she said. “We work with the community
partners to ensure that their experience with the CEDI
process speaks to the particular needs of the partnership.”

“There’s no limitations as to what you can actually look at
or speak about in terms of economic benefit. It’s a good thing,”
said Louis.

Possible areas for discussion and collaboration identified
by the two communities include joint land-use planning,
infrastructure, and tourism, all of which will create joint
economic and social benefits.

And along the way, says Poole, understanding and
reconciliation also become goals.

“There’s learning on both sides that I think is going to be
beneficial … how to enhance the relationships and gain a
better understanding,” he said, noting that although he has
had a lengthy career in municipal government, he has never
worked with a First Nation before.

“We hope that the relationships developed through CEDI
are just the beginning of long lasting partnerships. That’s
really our intention, to set up a model of meeting and working
with one another that far outlasts their time with the CEDI
program. We often encourage them to find one or two joint
initiatives to plan for anticipating that this is but knowing full
well this is only the beginning of their partnership,” said
Lawrence.

The Okanagan Indian Band and the City of Vernon are
one of 10 partnerships formed across Canada through the
First Nations–Municipal CEDI Phase II (2016-2021).
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An Indigenous – Local Government
Partnership Forum took place February
21-22, in Winnipeg. This was a joint
initiative planned and delivered by
Cando, the Centre for Indigenous
Environmental Resources (CIER), the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities
(FCM) and Indigenous and Northern
Affairs Canada (INAC).

Participants included represent-
atives from First Nations, Métis Nations/
Settlements, their neighbouring local
governments, representatives from the
Government of Canada and provincial
governments, as well as
representatives from other Indigenous
and non-Indigenous organizations
across Canada.

The Partnership Forum provided
Indigenous and local governments the
opportunity to share experiences with,
and perspectives on the future direction
of Indigenous-local government
collaboration and programming offered
in this area. Further, the Forum created
a platform for communities to network
and to share tools, resources and
knowledge.

Participants reflected on four key
objectives as they apply to Indigenous
– Local Government partnerships:

• What are the key components of
strong, sustainable and equitable
partnerships?

• What are the barriers and gaps to
these partnerships, and how do we
collectively overcome them?

• What tools currently exist to support
Indigenous – local government
collaboration, and are others required?

• How does Indigenous – local
government collaboration contribute to
reconciliation, and how can the
Government of Canada and Indigenous
and non-Indigenous organizations
assist?

Read more about the Indigenous –
Local Government Partnership Forum
at: www.edo.ca/cedi/partnership-forum

The Forum also showcased five First
Nation-municipal case studies,
including three CEDI  (Community
Economic Development Initiative)
partnerships, and two CIPP
(Community Infrastructure Partnership
Project) partnerships. Learn more about
the Partnership Forum Case Study
community partner presentations, here.
Many of the participants agreed that
knowledge sharing through networking
and case studies were highlights of the
Forum.

Cando
Partnership

Forum

www.edo.ca/cedi/partnership-forum

Continued on page 20.
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FCM
Partnership

Forum

The first national Indigenous - Local
Government Partnership Forum,
which took place February 21-22,
served as an opportunity to share
Indigenous and local government
perspectives on success factors for
building relationships.

The forum was organized by the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities
(FCM), the Council for the
Advancement of Native Development
Officers (Cando) and the Centre for
Indigenous Environmental Resources,
with funding provided by Indigenous
and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC).

Participants included
representatives from First Nations,
Métis Nations/Settlements, their
neighbouring local governments,
representatives from the Government
of Canada and provincial government,
as well as representatives of other
Indigenous and non-Indigenous
organizations.

As a platform to share different
perspectives on the future direction of
Indigenous-local government
relations, the forum provided
opportunities to share tools and

“It’s been a terrific two days of sharing and learning. It’s inspiring to see how mistrust and
misconception have evolved to understanding and collaboration. I’m proud of the role that
Cando has played in facilitating the CEDI program, in partnership with FCM, and funded by
the Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, in order to help communities achieve a high
level of engagement. This is hard work, but we now realize that it’s critical if we are to move
forward. This Partnership Forum has shown us that Indigenous and local government
collaboration works and so Cando encourages that the CEDI program be not only extended
but expanded to meet the growing demand from many more communities.”

- Keith Matthew, Cando President

“The journey of reconciliation will take a committed national effort over generations. The
partnerships we are forming and conversations like the ones we had throughout this event
are important steps on the road stretched out ahead of us. This work would be impossible
without our partners at Cando, the Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources and
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. Our collective commitment to this national priority
is helping pave the way toward reconciliation.”

- Jenny Gerbasi, FCM President

resources and explore how to
collaboratively foster reconciliation. It
also showcased examples where
cultural training as well as Friendship
Accords have greatly reduced barriers
to greater First Nation and municipality
collaboration.

Many First Nations and
municipalities across Canada are
already engaging in collaborative
efforts like Friendship Agreements,
joint land use planning, municipal-type
service agreements and economic
development collaboration on issues
like tourism, employment, and
business development. FCM’s First
Nation-Municipal collaboration
programs, the Community Economic
Development Initiative and the
Community Infrastructure Partnership
Project, funded by Indigenous and
Northern Affairs Canada, aim to
facilitate and develop these efforts.
The partnerships fostered by these
initiatives have proven to be important
community-building influencers in the
time of truth and reconciliation and can
serve as a model for greater
collaboration moving forward.
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Scholarship
supports

student in
program that

serves
“my heart

and my
brain”

“The continued great results from
partnerships strengthen the resolve to

have patience in the process.”

www.edo.ca/cedi/partnership-forum
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“Learned a lot. The importance of partnerships, the
forum agenda items were all informative to me and

partner communities. This is new to some of us,
picked up a lot of ideas and practices.”

www.edo.ca/cedi/partnership-forum
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“There are some incredibly innovative
solutions for remote communities that

need to be heard and shared.”

“The Forum was
exactly what I

needed to know
more about
methods of

communication,
sharing of
resources,

networking the
reps from across

the country.”

Kevin Lamoureux, National Centre
for Truth and Reconciliation, shared
a moving keynote address which
shed light on how this work of
relationship building and
collaboration directly addresses the
Truth and Reconciliation Calls to
Action.

The Forum concluded with
participant reflection on areas to

prioritize for ongoing work in
Indigenous – local government
collaboration. Top recommendations
include:

• Creation of virtual regional
centres of excellence for Indigenous
– local government collaboration;

• Ongoing support for CEDI and
CIPP;

• Education on governance and
jurisdiction of Indigenous and local
governments;

• Greater engagement of youth
and Elders; and

• Exploring opportunities to
engage the provinces and
corporations in the work.

For more on this event, please go
online to: www.edo.ca/cedi/
partnership-forum

Continued from page 16.

www.edo.ca/cedi/partnership-forum
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Renew your Membership today!
Please renew your Cando membership so that you can continue

to receive your membership benefits throughout 2018!
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www.edo.ca
1.800.463.9300

9635 - 45 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB

T6E 5 Z8

twitter:  @candoEDO
facebook:  /candoEDO


